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 History is often distorted. Politics, economics and emotions influence that which will be       
remembered and that which will be conveniently forgotten. For many post-war (WWII) years a 
great deal of history related to the early years of Japanese immigration to British Columbia fell 
into the category of the forgotten. The contributions of these immigrants and their incarceration 
during WWII, after the bombing of Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, was never taught in the public 
school system alongside the standard history of Canada. Therefore, Nikkei history almost faded 
into oblivion for generations of post-war Canadian students. Thanks largely to the Canadian 
Nikkei community itself; a significant part of Japanese-Canadian history has been restored. 
Accounts of Nikkei lives, from the biographical and novelistic to the academic, have been 
published steadily, starting in the late 1960s and gaining momentum through the 1970s and 80s, 
prior to the settlement of the Redress under the Mulroney government, and on to the present. 
Despite this wealth of historical research, first-hand accounts of Japanese lives in British 
Columbia before WWII, written at that time, remain rare. The diary of Masayuki Yano, written 
between 1928 and 1946, is one of these few extant accounts and as such, has a significant place 
in the literature on Canadian Nikkei history. 
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When Japanese-Canadian Masayuki Yano passed away on April 23, 1989 in Toronto at the age of 80, 
his family remembered him as a disciplined, tireless man, but knew little of his earlier life. Like many 
Japanese-Canadians who experienced the hardship and heartbreak of internment from 1942 to 1946, he 
did not share many memories of this time or of his life before the war. It is only now, more than twenty-
five years after his death that documents left behind begin to slowly reveal the story of Masayuki Yano’s 
early life.   
Masayuki Yano was born July 13, 1909 in Hayato-machi, Kagoshima prefecture, Japan. He left Japan 
for British Columbia on a steamship from the port of Kobe on May 16, 1928 at the age of 18, shortly after 
graduating from high school. He passed away April 23, 1989 in Toronto, Ontario.  
One of the items Masayuki Yano bequeathed to his children was a cedar box he made himself. In the 
box he kept personal papers, photographs, various legal documents, a blanket from an internment camp and 
some lacquer ware that was a wedding present. Amongst the legal documents is a copy of his mother’s 
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koseki, or Japanese household register, receipts for bank transactions and land titles, old passports, his 
certificate of Canadian citizenship and his certificate of marriage to Martha Inoue from the 1930s and his 
diary, begun January 1
st
, 1928 and completed shortly after the end of WWII. Together, these items form a 
unique legacy that records a significant part of the life of Masayuki, from his youth to his mid-40s in post-
war Canada.  
A great deal has been written about the traumatized lives of Japanese-Canadians during their forced 
internment from 1942 until the war’s end, but very few pre-war primary documents, such as diaries and 
koseki, have survived. The contents of those that have survived as family heirlooms, especially those written 
in Japanese, remain largely unknown, since most descendants of Canada’s early Japanese immigrants no 
longer read Japanese.  When Masayuki Yano’s children realized they held a box full of documents they 
could not decipher, they sought translation help. The translation project began in 2012 and is slowly piecing 
together some of the story of the Yano family’s roots in Japan and Masayuki Yano’s life during his early 




All Japanese are registered in the koseki, or household registry system.  Even Japanese who have gone 
overseas have a koseki, as long as they maintain their Japanese citizenship.  
The koseki document records basic biographical information about each member of a household. One 
person, known as the hittosha, is the head of the household. Then there is the spouse of the hittosha and 
children, if any.  Other relatives can also be listed, such as a cousin, uncle or aunt, if that person is dependent 
on the hittosha for his or her welfare and lives under the same roof. The names, birth dates and deaths are 
all recorded.  Members of the household exit a koseki when they establish their own koseki, such as when 
a son marries, a daughter marries into another family, or when a child is adopted into another family.   
The koseki system has its roots in the 6
th
 century but the modern koseki, still in use today, was 
established in 1872 when the Meiji period government declared that for the first time that all Japanese 
nationals must be registered. The koseki documents are stored at the nearest municipal office, such as a city 
hall. When a change within a household takes place, the head of the household informs the city hall and a 
bureaucrat makes the necessary alteration, crossing out or adding names and dates. 
The copy of the koseki kept in Masayuki’s cedar box is dated 1931 but it is actually a duplicate of an 
older koseki belonging to his mother, Ei Obara.  In it, she is recorded as the head of the household, which 
is notable, as the head of the household was usually a man. From this koseki we can learn the following 
biographical information about Ei Obara.  
Ei Obara was born in 1866. She gave birth to her first child, a boy named Hiroma, in 1887. Her eighth 
and last child, Masayuki, was born in 1909. Six of the four boys and four girls survived into adulthood. All 
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of the children were registered under the name Obara, Ei’s maiden name, because the father, Kouemon 
Yano, did not marry Ei. It appears that she was his mistress, a situation not uncommon for women in that 
period. All the children are listed at birth in the koseki as “born out of wedlock.”   
Ei’s first son, Hiroma, first daughter (name illegible) and second son, Seikichi, were later adopted by 
Kouemon Yano, and so their names were transferred into the Yano family koseki and crossed off the Obara 
koseki.  The adoption made these three children legitimate. Masayuki was also adopted in 1921, but not by 
his biological father, Kouemon. He was adopted by his older brother, Hiroma, and so entered his older 
brother’s koseki and became a Yano that way. Hiroma, 22 years his senior, became his legal father.   
Besides the complex Meiji period (1868 – 1912) and Taisho period (1912 – 1926) kinship connections, 
one other important factor is noted on Ei Obara’s koseki, and that is the family’s former social rank. The 
word “shizoku” on the koseki means that during the Edo period (1600 –1868) the Obara family held the 
societal rank of samurai, which placed them in the higher ranks of society. The other three largest classes 
of people were the farmers, the artisans and the merchants. To be a member of the samurai class entitled 
an individual to respect from the other societal classes.  
This division of society into rigid classes ceased with the establishment of a new, more democratically 
minded government in the Meiji period, immediately after the Edo period. However, the memory and pride 
of the Obara family’s former rank must have lingered on because it is noted in Ei Obara’s koseki, which 
dates back to at least 1885, the year when she took over her father’s position as the head of the household. 
This was just 17 years after the end of the Edo period. It may be that at that time the rules dictating the kind 
of information permitted in the koseki were not clarified yet, so even though the class divisions in Japanese 
society had been technically eliminated, Masayuki would have still been very aware of his family’s 
illustrious roots. Today, no koseki contains evidence of a family’s prior Edo period social status.   
     Kouemon Yano, Masayuki’s biological father, was also descended from samurai lineage, suggesting 
that on both sides of Masayuki’s family there was a sense of high status within society. This awareness of 
family status would have combined with the traditional Japanese belief in always honoring one’s ancestors. 
When Masayuki immigrated to British Columbia in 1928 he most likely brought with him a great deal of 




There is a long history in Japan of writing diaries. The samurai and aristocracy at the top, and educated 
members of the merchant, craftsmen and even peasant classes, often wrote about their lives. Masayuki 
Yano’s diary follows a tradition that reaches back hundreds of years.
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Masayuki’s diary appears to be small but it contains 399 handwritten pages, starting January 1, 1928 
and ending on December 26, 1944. Masayuki wrote in fountain pen on thin, Japanese paper called washi.  
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The first entries were made while Masayuki was still living in comfort with his mother and most of his 
siblings in Hayato-machi, Kagoshima prefecture.  He was 18 years old, and coming to the end of his life as a 
high school student. He would graduate in March 1928. The last diary entries were made 14 years later 
while he was struggling to survive on the other side of the Pacific Ocean with his own young family in 
Popoff, one of the wartime internment camps in the Slocan Valley, B.C. 
Several conditions make translating the diary slow work. There is the obvious challenge of reading 
handwritten, pre-war Japanese. The paper, too, sometimes allowed the kanji (Chinese origin characters) 
on both sides of the page to merge, making them very difficult to read. Masayuki was also from a rural area in 
the far south of Japan, and his way of expressing himself shows this. He does not always use standard 
Japanese wording, which would have been closer to a Tokyo style of Japanese. His expressions are 
sometimes unique and cannot be translated exactly. They have to be replaced by an English expression that 
can only be a rough equivalent. The translation process requires both a native Japanese speaker and a native 
English speaker. 
Another main obstacle, however, is something that is common to many diaries. Most writers write for an 
audience and help their audience by being explicit. They provide names and dates and make relationships 
clear, especially when introducing a new person. The diary writer writes only for him/herself and does not 
have to make information intentionally clear. This makes the writing often very vague and puzzle-like. 
For example, Masayuki married Martha Inoue on November 29, 1934, and in his diary entry for that day 
he writes that it is a happy day and evidence of this is provided by other good things that are happening in 
the world, such as “Prince George’s day”, without explaining what, “Prince George’s day” is. In fact, he 
is referring to the wedding of Prince George, Duke of Kent and fifth child of King George V and Queen 
Mary, to Princess Maria of Greece and Denmark. The reader must also have that background knowledge 
for his reference to have meaning. He also often refers to conflicts with others in his family without 
stating the exact cause of the conflict, and we have no way of gaining this kind of personal background 
information. The diary has limited value as a detailed record of the events of the time, but it does provide 
us with the most private thoughts and feelings of a man who is trying to adapt to a new life in a young 
country that is itself experiencing terrible crisis, such as the Great Depression and WWII.   
 
Due to the length of the diary it was decided to start by translating just a few pages from key periods in 
Masayuki’s life and later return and fill in the gaps. These periods include the time before he leaves Japan, 
his crossing and first few days in the Vancouver area, his first New Years in Canada, the month of his 







January 1 Sunday 1928, rain:  I got up at 5. Today, unlike most years, the weather was clear. At the shrine 
I ladled water [washing his hands at the entrance probably] and said a prayer. I prayed to the ancestors and 
gods in the shrine. I pledged to the gods that I would have a fruitful/productive year. Back at home 
everybody in the family enjoyed eating ozoni [traditional Japanese soup eaten on January 1
st
]. At about 9 
PM I went and took a photo of the barn. 
In the afternoon there was a meeting for new members of a youth group that I am determined to enter. I 
really wanted to greet people at the door, but I couldn’t. I should be more like a man, brave and then continue 
on with my life. I will remember what I couldn't do today as my New Year's lesson.  [The next sentence is 
not legible] Why didn't I have the strength/determination to do it? In my heart I thought that if I make a 
mistake people will laugh and speak badly of me. I was worried about the criticism of other people. 
However much people criticize, you should just do what you need to do for your future.   
January 2 Monday wind:  This morning, around 10, the weather was good so I went out to do some 
errands.  I returned before 11.  This morning, ____________ I went to Nakahama.  The ocean view was 
_______ and my feeling/spirit became better.  In the afternoon mother was supposed to go to Kunai but the 
wind was strong and cold and I went in her place. On the way to Kunai, at the start of the slope, another 
person came towards me.  I tried to stay on the left hand side but the other person also took the left hand 
side.  He was about 2 or 3 metres away but still would not pull aside.  I drove slowly along the road beside 
the bamboo forest, pulled to the right and there was no accident.  I was nervous and without thinking I 
shouted, "Why are you on the right side?"  The other person didn't see me and got away.  After Kunai I 
went to _________ and went to an onsen. 
January 3 Tuesday, cold rain:  This morning I had a heavy head because of lat night.  I slept until 12 and 
then woke up with a clear head.  At 1 PM somebody came to the house from Kohama and then at 4 they 
left.  I was feeling disconsolate/unhappy so I went to the barber to get my hair cut.  It would be nice if 
somebody came for a visit.  Tanigawa-kun came and then, luckily, my good friend, Morimitsu-kun, came 
from Kagoshima.  They returned to Kokubu later that night.  We talked about all sorts of things and it was 
really fun. 
January 4 Wednesday, very cold:  This morning I did not greet Tanigawa and then it suddenly struck me 
that I should go and talk with him.  From now on I will not forget to greet Tanigawa.  I have made up my 
mind to not make the same mistake.  We spoke about many things until 10.  We don’t know when we will 
meet again.  Then I went to Komura to take care of some errands.  It was cold on the way back.  Around 1 
PM Morimitsu-kun came and we went to the beach.  We talked until 3 about ----------- and then Morimitsu-
kun returned to Kamo [maybe different reading of kanji].   
Later, uncles from Komura-utoyama came to the house.  They returned home around 6 PM.  I was 
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wondering if it would be good or not to speak to them about what’s in my heart.  This is a difficult problem 
according to what he says.  If I speak out it is good but in the end I did not do it. 
January 5 Thursday, cold rain:  Because I went to the beach yesterday in the cold weather, I caught a 
cold last night and now my nose won’t stop running. This morning my throat was also a little sore. Around 
9 AM I went to the cemetery and gave thanks and prayed from the bottom of my heart.  Yoshihara-kun 
from ------yama [place name, first half not legible] promised to come, but all morning he did not come, so 
I took a bath. Then Isao-kun came to play cards around 2 PM. He returned home in the evening.   
I half-heartedly read an article I borrowed from Kodama-kun called Gratitude to the King. My feeling 
was completely different after reading it. I thought that even a magazine article could teach us a good lesson.   
This month the reply will come for sure about going to [North] America. If I can’t go to Canada, what 
should I do? Oh! I can’t live like this. I have a brain and body. I have everything that ordinary people have. 
If I don’t do anything, I can’t say I have any courage. How old was Onno, Dokan? You should study until 
you die. If I repeatedly try, I should be rewarded.  
January 6 Friday 1928, cold rain: I woke up at 6:30. Today, uncle from Miyauchi, and the people that 
have returned from America, are coming. I feel nervous. I swept the garden and then they came at about 1 
pm. They spoke about the ocean voyage and about agricultural work in America. They said that compared 
to Japanese methods, in America they don’t go beyond [meaning not clear] the farm work as much. They 
returned home at 4 pm.  Then I had a bath, and when it became dark I turned on the electric light.   
Today the sun was shining brightly. The sky was clear with just a few clouds.  I don’t know how to 
describe the winter scenery. When you travel and look at the moon you get a nostalgic feeling for home, 
and I imagine that when I am in America I will feel this away. 
January 9 Monday 1928, fair rain:  The weather is not fair. I went to the post office to send money to 
[not legible, maybe a publisher’s name for a subscription]. When I returned I borrowed a car and went to 
harvest some daikon. I pulled up two bunches of daikon. It started to rain heavily. Also the daikon were 
[not legible]. I didn’t know what to do but it went well. After lunch Ai-ko, her younger brother, Y [an 
acronym], and others came and we played. The brothers started playing cards together and the younger 
brother was behaving badly, so I slapped him. He started to cry. I realized that I love Ai-ko. What would 
M think if he saw?   
I tried to be patient again and again. I simply worry that M would not understand. The boy is such a 
nice person that he won’t take it personally. I feel somewhat relieved thinking so. Each time I see Ai-ko I 
feel true love for her. She is a little older than me and that bothers me because she may die before me. 
However, even younger people can die before they are 50. I don’t think it matters how old we are. In fact, 
if I could win her love I would love her in return truly. If I open my heart to her and she understands it then 
I will be truly relieved. When will I get this chance from heaven? This is how I truly feel. 
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January 10 Tuesday 1928, rain: In the morning it was quite warm and felt like a spring day but from noon 
it started to rain.  I was called to go to the ceremony for Aunt Komura.  Around 3pm the rain began to let up 
but it still drizzled and I got wet only in the front.  When I got home I took a bath and then I went to 
Matsuyama-san’s place.  At first I didn't feel that I should talk to two or three people but after talking a little 
my worry disappeared and I had fun.  I realize that I try to make people respect me.  If I simply let people 
see me as I am I shouldn’t feel any shame.  I should be more outgoing.  I should be more positive.  If I make 
a mistake I should admit I was wrong.  That is how people get character. 
January 11 Wednesday 1928, wind fair: I watered the west field/garden with the wastewater.  I carried the 
water more than 10 times.  I was a little tired.  I finished at 3:30.  Then I took the bike to the bike shop to get 
the back tire changed and along the way the Miyauchi Katsuo [smoke cured bonito] shop owner came to 
collect the money for last year’s katsuo.  I gave him 20 yen in bills and got back 13 yen 30 sen in change.  
Next I went to K-kun’s house to return Fujin no Sekai [Lady’s World, magazine name].   
Today the wind was blowing and it was cold.  It could be my misunderstanding but tonight I felt that Ai-
ko and M were cold towards me.  To some extent, maybe it is due to me hitting Y.  However, I don’t think 
that Y would be so sensitive that he would be bothered by it.  I’m worried about the influence on Ai-ko.  She 
might not forgive me.  I didn’t know what to do.  When I returned home I didn’t want to go to bed.  I was 
thinking of many things.  For now, worrying about it won’t help.  In the future I can give her true love.  For 
now I will just wait and see.  One day I will know what to do so now I can fall asleep without worry. 
January 12 Thursday 1928, wind fair: A cold, dry wind blew today. I have to plant something after 
harvesting the daikon. To prepare for this I have to plow the land. I plowed about one third of the vegetable 
garden and it was very hard work. I lost the feeling in my toes because it was so cold. I worked really hard 
and that warmed me up so I finished about half the job. If you work with your body really hard you won’t 
have any worries. I felt really great. I planted with M and then returned home and had a bath. Then I went 
to get the bicycle. When I came back Ai-ko’s M entered the bath.  In the evening Ai-ko and T-ko came over.   
I thought I would have a bath quickly but the women were busy so I changed my mind. Later, when I did 
finish having a bath I spoke about everything on my mind and it was a good idea. It is better to do that. It is 
best to talk with each other sincerely so we can understand each other. It’s not good to keep everything 
suppressed forever. We must try to be pleasant to each other.  It’s a good to talk enough so long as we don’t 
hurt anybody else.  I spoke to her in such a way that compared to before, she might think me cold.  However, 
it was okay.  Unless I behave like today, I will be too shy to talk to Ai-ko. I always worry too much about 
small things and then my bad points are found.   
January 13 Friday 1928, very fair: Yesterday was not so cold but I didn’t feel well and didn’t sleep well. 
This morning I didn’t have much work so I went to＿＿＿＿ onsen.  Then I drank tea at Imatoku’s house. I 
returned home at 12.  In the afternoon I prepared the bath for mother because she was tired. Next, I went to 
the coast to prepare my speech. I recited the speech two or three times and became quite confident. I must 
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do at least this much.  How can it be embarrassing?  There’s nothing to be afraid of. I will try harder than 
others, loudly and with energy, and then others will listen enthusiastically. Whatever people say about me I 
won’t mind.  Let’s wait and see. I won’t worry about these things.I think Ai-ko and M came to the house 
tonight to use the bath. The boy came too and I held him. He waited until Ai-ko came upstairs and then he 
went downstairs and played. I can’t understand his thinking. I don’t know if he likes me or not. If I played 
the “letter game” with him, perhaps I would know. If I knew her true heart I would not worry. Now is not a 
good time, but the time will come.  
January 14 Saturday 1928, cold day: This morning I wrote a speech and went to get my photo taken. I also 
went to build a grave support pillar. The shrine priest made a mistake between last night and today and came 
to the mountain today instead of tomorrow. He decided to do＿＿＿＿ today. I decided to go to the mountain 
to cut bamboo and on the way I greeted Aiko but there was no love/warmth in her. What happened in her 
heart? What will happen if I venture to tell her what’s in my heart?  I am thinking about this. 
January 15 Sunday 1928, fair: This morning I woke up early. At 8 I went to the shrine to pray. In went to 
Shimizu [place name] to meet Hamada-kun but he wasn’t there. However, I was treated to a good meal. At 
12 I returned, took a bath and just after 1 I went to Uekawa’s place. I also dropped by Ikeda-san’s place. 
When I arrived home about 5 I had a bath with Aiko’s M. When I got out of the bath Aiko brought the child. 
After that I went to the sea. I wanted to talk to Aiko but these sorts of things will distract me from the future. 
I gave up talking to Aiko. I practiced the speech twice, until I felt confident then returned home.  Sadly, 
every time the bell rings [the temple bell?] it distracts and disturbs me. 
I went to the Young Men’s Association and sat down and felt as if my breath had stopped. The meeting 
started and many things were discussed and I immediately relaxed. Eventually the speech contest began. 
[ person’s name, kanji reading is not known] spoke first.  His speech was really interesting and good. I felt 
like I would lose so I wanted to give up, but I could not let myself be afraid. I encouraged myself and spoke 
second. I stood on the stage and the words did not come out well. However, I decided that since I was on the 
stage I would shout speak loudly. Later, when I thought about it, I realized my faults. I spoke too fast and I 
should have looked at the audience in the back but I didn’t. My posture was bad too. However, I did manage 
to finish and it was easier than I thought. 
January 16 Monday 1928, fair: Yesterday was the same as always.  Somehow I managed to [ineligible] 
and this morning I feel as if the world is big and I have nothing to worry about. I went with K-kun to the bus 
stop to get sawdust. It took all day to get it.  Later I had a bath. I went out at night with K-kun and we went 
to his friend’s place and I was not happy to go to such a disagreeable place. We wasted our time.  I encouraged 
K-kun to leave. He was trying to find a woman. As for me, I still have to prepare myself.  If I get mixed up 
with a worthless woman my future will be in danger. My future is not planned yet but I have Aiko.  [The 
next two sentences are not clear.] 
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January 17 Monday 1928, cold rain: K-kun visited in the early morning. He stayed a little and then 
returned.  After that I went right away to scoop water out of the ditch near the trees  below＿＿＿＿＿ 
school. I did it four times and then it started to rain heavily so I quit.  
Uncle from Utsuyama came. I sent a postcard to Hamada-kun. After, I went to Morri medical clinic and 
paid 15 yen 60 sen for medicine. I weighed my-self there.  Including my kimono, I weighed 16 kan 750 
monmei. I weighed 700 monmei more than before. After, I walked to the kendo hall at the elementary 
school but nobody was practicing. I went to spend time at H-kun’s house and returned home when they 
turned on the lights. K-kun wasn’t there but there was a ladies’ magazine and I looked at it.  I returned home 
before 8 pm and read Kibo [a magazine’s name]. 
January 18 Wednesday 1928, fair rain: I fertilized the east field for barley and also hoed it. I finished at 
4:30. After that I had a bath and then I went to Kawasu airfield to play. For today’s meal I tried to eat just 
80% [a tradition in Japan for maintaining good health]. This morning I tried to wake up at 5:00.   
Aiko came but it seemed she was a little cold to me. Does she love me or does she not love me? A-h-h-
h…  I want to ask her her true feelings. I want to know somehow. I want to tell her all my feelings. But…but 
how do I do that? In fact, concerning Aiko, I am confused. If I don’t get her love I will give up. No matter 
how much I want her to love me, it can’t be helped. There’s nothing to do but give up. Why don’t you open 
your heart to me, Aiko? Don’t tease me and make me suffer for no reason Aiko.  If you have sympathy for 
even just one day, open your heart to me! 
January 19 Thursday 1928, fair: This morning I feel a little irritated about something.  My head felts 
heavy and because of yesterday’s work I don’t feel so well. I will feel even worse if I stay at home. I thought 
about going to the beach but really didn’t feel like it. Anyways, I grabbed a book and my harmonica and 
went. At the beach I played my harmonica as much as I liked and skimmed through my book, which is 
about optimism. My gloomy feelings, which I had until then, blew away like the fog and I laughed and 
returned home. At home, M was cutting and drying daikon.  I helped too. In the afternoon I plowed the west 
field.  When I came home Aiko’s M and the others were preparing the bath. In the evening, Aiko and T-ko 
came by on their way home from school. I taught Aiko Hyakuninishu [a traditional poetry card game]. I 
babysat Aiko’s boy in the evening.  When the boy came to me I felt love for him and it made me happy. I 
thought that I had done enough to satisfy me for today. About Aiko, if I open my heart to her I won’t be 
able to maintain my usual attitude and I will not be able to live peacefully. I feel that the right timing has 
still not come. For now I will not be worried about my future wife.  I will not worry.  Instead I will be 
satisfied with this platonic love. 
January 20 Friday 1928, fair: I cut down two pine trees in the east filed and hauled them. One pine looked 
like a hand growing out of the cliff. It was difficult to cut the pine in that place so I got some rope and 
wound it wound the tree and had my sister pull it and then I cut the tree. Nobody was injured because I did 
it very carefully. I borrowed K-kun’s car and then carried the logs. Aiko’s M prepared the hot water for the 
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bath. At 3 I went to Yokoai [place name] and then on the way back I went to Shiba, Kikuo-kun’s mother’s 
funeral.  While I was at the funeral I felt something hard to describe. If I think about how I felt in my heart 
I must say I was completely sad and pitiful. There is nothing to compare to the sadness one feels when 
parents die. I think Kikuo-kun would do anything to keep his parents safe, even if it meant giving up his 
own goal or purpose. If I think about it I can understand how sad it is to part with somebody who dies. So 
while we are living we should be good to each other. I must help my mother. From now I should be nicer. 
I might end up in the same situation as Kikuo-kun if I go to America. God, please protect my mother so 
that she stays well until I come back from America. 
January 21 Saturday 1928, fair: In the afternoon I prepared the field in front of the house for planting 
barley. Then I cut the branches on the pine trees that I cut down the day before. When the water was heated 
mother went to Oda [place name] to pay for the rice. Tonight is Saturday. I was looking forward to going 
to Aiko’s place tonight but about 2 pm Yokai-san came and asked me to go over to his place.  I returned 
before 6. Mother went to Yokai-san’s place too but did not return when I returned. I had a bath and she still 
did not come back. Then Aiko’s M came for a bath. When mother returned I asked her if I could go to 
Aiko’s place.  She said I could go but there would only be children there so I lost my desire to go. Later, I 
wanted to curse my mother because she did not tell me to go from the bottom of her heart and I lost the 
desire to go and then decided not to go. I became really sad. Is this true love?  Love is painful. This is how 
the ways of the world get in the way of our true instincts.  [Next sentence is not legible.]  Tonight the timing 
was not right. I should be satisfied. My spirit will become calm.   
January 22 Sunday 1928, rain: Last night there was light rain. It reminds me of spring and the strong 
winds in the bamboo groves made a gentle sound. This morning I thought I shouldn’t make an unpleasant 
face [shouldn’t frown?] but I couldn’t fill my heart with happiness. I went to the cemetery and spoke my 
true feelings. To some extent, it is hard to understand one’s true heart. When I thought about the successes 
in my life my heart returned to normal. In the afternoon I went to H-kun’s house. Before that though, I went 
to Ikeda’s to pay 40 sen for straw rice bags. I also went to_______ [name not legible] and paid 1 yen for 
planting wheat and 40 sen for more straw bags. When I greeted the two families I could not speak smoothly. 
I must practice to not say everything at once. When I have something to say I don’t have to say it all together. 
I should speak slowly so that my message reaches the other person clearly. At H-kun’s house I talked and 
laughed until four thirty. When I returned home I had a bath. Ai-ko’s mother was already taking a bath. I 
can’t commend her manners for taking a bath before me. Her behaviour shows no respect for me. However, 
considering her situation, I guess it can’t be helped. Maybe she doesn’t hesitate because until recently, she 
bathed with me. It’s my mistake so it can’t be helped. At night, I went to H-kun’s house. I learned how to 
knit.  How terrible it is when you are so much in love that you don’t see anything else.   
January 23 Monday 1928, rain: I was enlightened after reading a book about self-accomplishment. To 
some extent I achieved peace of mind and could do my work/play my role well. In fact, I was very worried 
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about it. ____________________ [unable to decipher sentence] I had a spiritually fulfilling day. We should 
live happily with spiritual satisfaction. We shouldn’t worry too much about the future. We transform 
difficulties into happiness. Tonight I went to H-kun’s house to socialize. 
January 24 Tuesday 1928, fair: I was awake at 4. I got up at 6 and after breakfast I went to Seika School 
for winter training. When I arrived there was one teacher and 15 or 16 others enthusiastically practicing 
judo. There was a teacher there I didn’t know so I stood and watched. Nakahara-sensei introduced me. I 
was happy and changed into my uniform. The teacher told me not to hesitate to join. How can I say it?  I 
felt great honour and gratitude. I went to the teacher, who has a 5
th
 degree black belt, and we practiced. I 
was encouraged by the teacher’s words of praise. I also practiced with 5 or 6 other students and then left at 
8:30. Then I went to the bicycle shop and paid for a tire. In the afternoon I had a bath and went to the barber. 
After, I went for a walk to the school.  In the evening, Ai-ko and her family came over for a bath. My bones 
hurt a little from today’s practice but it was really exciting. Tomorrow I will happily wake up early again. 
January 25 Tuesday 1928, fair: I woke up at 5 and left the house at 6. I arrived at the school while it was 
still half-light out. Only four people were there. I returned home at 8:10.  At 9 I went to the school again 
for a physical exam with _________ [unknown name]. Then I went to________ [illegible place name] to 
Yoshihara’s house. It was really fun. He was in a very spring like mood. From 3:30 I went for a bath [public 
bath?]. I returned home at 5 and the bath was ready. In the evening I went out and returned at 8. Then I read 
a book a little. 
January 26 Thursday 1928, fair: I woke up at 4. It was cold. I wanted to sleep some more but I am a man 
so I bravely got out of bed. I made my breakfast and at 6 I left the house. Today, I felt that something 
unhappy would happen so I did not finish my judo practice and started to return home. I wanted to meet 
Ai-ko and then, as I thought it would happen, I ran into Ai-ko in town.  She had a surprised look on her face 
and laughed. In the afternoon I read and then I plowed the barley field below the school until 3. Then I 
prepared the bath and after that, I went to Yokai [place name]. I had to write my name in Yokai [register?] 
and I made a mistake so I worried. T-ko and her mother came for a bath.  Today there was a spring like 
breeze and it felt good. A post-card from Hamada-kun arrived. 
January 27 Thursday 1928, rain: I woke up before 5. It rained a little. When I was ready to go it started 
to rain harder. Also around six ________________ [ineligible sentence] continued. This morning only 3 
people came. Unlike yesterday morning, this morning I could practice intensely and happily. While I was 
returning home the rain stopped, but when I arrived home it started up again. In the afternoon I made new 
rope. I became very tired so I thought about taking a bath but then the wind and rain started again so I went 
to the public bath in town. I stayed in the bath too long and felt dozy. I returned home. During dinner, Ai-
ko’s mother brought Mom some medicine. In the evening I read a book.  I don’t know why but right now I 
don’t feel satisfied with anything. I feel lost in an unstable situation. I want to read many kinds of books. 
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January 28 Saturday 1928, rain/fair: At 5:30 this morning I was woken up by mother.  It was raining and 
I could not go marching as I wished to. I went to the bike shop to hang out and while I was there Hamada 
kun from Shimizu came by.  He was on the way to my house.  We went to the beach and then came back 
about 3 pm. 
In the evening I thought about going to Ai-ko’s house but in fact I didn’t think it as a good time and I 
lost my desire to go. Right now I have mixed feelings. My love for her is only a response to my hope that 
she loves me. I shouldn’t make myself suffer by falling in love. Eventually, God’s joy will come to me. I 
should be content with my situation and play if I want to play. That is freedom. There is no restriction. 
Thinking this way is a relief. 
January 29 Sunday 1928, storm: I woke up before 6:30 to join the last day of cold weather training. I 
didn’t want to wake up. Thankfully, in spite of the cold, mother got up and made me breakfast because she 
loves me so much. I can’t help but feel gratitude.  
Today my mood wasn’t very high so I didn’t put much enthusiasm into the training.  Even though there 
was supposed to be a match, I returned home early.  
Today I wrote about many things. Today we should believe that it is possible to live happily.  We must 
live a life that is beyond the theory [notion/idea] of life and death. From there we can attain happiness.  
I sent a letter to Tanigawa kun.  
Also, from today I should stop feeling love.  As much as I want to I will try to stay away. I will avoid 
love.  Even if I open my heart I will not get satisfaction. I might fall into the circumstance when I hold 
hands. If I am satisfied with the present situation it will be the same. If I visit Ai-ko’s house, just going is 
not strange. Because I have some hopes it is difficult to go. I should avoid hopes. In that case, if we all have 
one heart we can understand each other. 
January 30 Monday 1928, fair/cold: I woke up right after 7.  It was difficult to get up because of the cold. 
In the afternoon I brought some fish to Miyauchi. I went to Yoshiharu kun’s house. I wanted to stay but 
said I couldn’t so I returned home and thought about taking a bath but there was no hot water so I went to 
the public bath. I really wanted to complain.  I was very unhappy that this happened.  I don’t think I should 
be this annoyed. 
January 31 Tuesday 1928, cold: Unfortunately, I could not shake off yesterday’s bad mood. I sent a letter 
to my older brother, Hiroyoshi. Today I was going to live on top of my desk, look at books and sleep. Older 
sister prepared the bath so I soaked. After, I did not feel good but I did not want to make trouble in the 
house for mother. When I think of all the living things that die in the world and the lack of compassion I 
could give up but I should not show these feelings. The way to make parents happy is to always have hope 
and be happy.  
February 1 Wednesday 1928, fair: Yesterday I thought it wasn’t good but today I changed into my work 
clothes and hoed the barley field below the school. It was still early and the ground was covered in frost 
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and it was difficult to do but I couldn’t stop and in the end I cried. It was very difficult but by the time I 
finished my whole body had warmed up and with the sun’s heat the ground became soft. I understood the 
blessing of the sun and I could do my work. By noon I had just two rows undone. From noon I spread the 
fertilizer. About 3 I finished, prepared the hot water and took a bath. After a while,             
__________kun[name illegible] from  Kawae [ place name] came and invited me to go to his house. I was 
bored so I went even though it was cold outside. It was the end of Shogatsu. It was something I did not 
predict                                [rest of sentence not clear]. 
February 2 Thursday 1928, fair: I cut the pine in the east field and with older sister carried it to the house. 
In the afternoon I stacked the firewood.  Then I prepared the hot water and had a bath. Later, I went to the 
beach and on the way back I met Shiba, Kikuo kun. I presented my condolences in regards to his mother’s 
death.  Today, because of yesterday, or because of this morning’s early judo practice my mind and body 
were tired. I took a bath and felt refreshed. It proves that as long as I am healthy, negative things won’t 
happen and the world can be an interesting/fun place. People must be healthy. Health is the more important 
than anything else. With health I can be myself. ______________ [not clear]. We shouldn’t forget the 
importance of health. This should always be kept in our hearts. Because this exists we are alive. This is the 
start of the flowering of genius. We should live in the world with strong and healthy bodies.  
February 3 Friday 1928, fair: Since I had no work today I climbed to the top of Mount Oda with Fujiyoshi. 
At the top, while eating lunch we could see the far ocean. The lunch was delicious. I cut one small tree and 
then returned. Then I went to Shiba Kikuo kun’s house and gave my condolences. We had a good time 
speaking and at 4 I returned home. In the evening Morimitsu kun came over. Then, while I was taking a 
bath Aiko’s mother came.  She looked embarrassed. I simply told her what it was like [rest of sentence and 
the next sentence are illegible]. 
February 4 Saturday 1928, fair: From morning______________ [illegible]. In the afternoon I climbed to 
the top of a tree and cut it.  I was really scared but when I got to the top I wasn’t afraid any more. Then I 
had a bath. I was somewhat tired. In the evening I was going to go to Ai-ko’s house but another guest came 
here and I couldn’t go.  
February 5 Sunday 1928, cloud and rain: In the morning I went to Miyauchi [city] and it was unusually 
crowded. Right after noon I returned and went to the area meeting.  I returned home before 6. After dinner 
I spoke to            [illegible] and then went to Ai-ko’s house. 
February 6 Monday 1928, rain: Fine rain fell and the mountains in all directions were hidden in the mist. 
The weather is becoming spring-like and I went to pray at the grave. On the way back I went to Kikuo kun’s 
house. I returned at 11:30. I watered the beans with ditch water and then prepared the bath.  I had a bath 
before 4. When I got out Ai-ko’s mother came but she returned right away. At night I went to Kikuo kun’s 
house in Kawao and spoke very straightforward with him.  From now on, when I am speaking with anybody, 
I must speak clearly. After I returned home Ai-ko came for a bath and I watched her child for her. 
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February 8 Wednesday 1928, fair: The wind blew and it was very cold today. Until 10 I read, despite the 
cold. Then I put fertilizer three times on four fields and then one more time. After that I had a bath. Then I 
went to Kikuo kun’s house to return some reading material. We spoke a little and then I returned home. In 
the evening Ai-ko and her mother came to the house and they spoke to us till 10. I don’t know why but she 
brought me a Merryyasu shirt [a knit wool shirt].  I felt secretly happy. I thought I should say something 
but words did not come out of my mouth. I couldn’t help my shy heart from roaming.  I should say what 
has to be said. 
February 9 Thursday 1928, fair: Although it was cold it became somewhat spring-like and it felt like the 
lonely winter days had passed and my heart was glad. In the morning I read and spoke to the family. In the 
afternoon I went with Fujiyoshi kun to the west coast and I rode an airplane [?].  It was fun.  After 4 I went 
to        [illegible] and at just 6 I returned. Udon was being made and I ate it and it was delicious. In the 
evening I went to Kuniyoshi’s house and it was fun. I returned home and happily looked at the magazine 
that came this morning.  Today a new futon was made for me. I was happy.  
February 13 Monday, cloud: Today, until 10, I read. I was going to go to Utsuyama for shogatsu [New 
Year] but I lost the desire to go so I walked around outside here and there and then, at 3:30 I decided to go.  
I visited so-and-so’s house and on the way back I was told to visit [not legible] house.  I thought there might 
be something but it was too late so I didn’t go. Later, I got a letter from Shintoko [name] saying that I will 
get my official proof/document of                     soon. I was relieved and at the same time I felt anxiety. 
Then, I decided to stand up and be brave and work hard. I shouldn’t be attached to my hometown or I will 
never go overseas. Stand up and be brave! Leave attachments behind and be bold! 
February 14 Tuesday, fair and cloudy: On the 23
rd
 each person goes to the shrine to pray. In Shimizu, I 
went to Tokushige-kun’s house. I returned home before 12 noon. In the afternoon I had a bath and then 
practiced my speech at the beach. The wind blew hard and it was very cold. In the evening I hoped that 
Aiko’s mother would come but she was probably sick so she did not come. I went to K-kun’s house to visit 
and it was fun. I came home just at 10 and I was sleepy so I went to bed. 
February 15 Wednesday, fair: This morning I was going to go with K-kun to pick up some sawdust but 
the electricity was out so we could not go. Until noon I wrote tonight’s manuscript and did some reading. 
In the afternoon I had the bike fixed at the bike shop. It cost 40 sen. Then I went to the beach to practice 
my speech but I could not concentrate. I did not have confidence. Then somebody came.  I shouted from 
the bottom of my stomach. I put all strength into it. In the evening I went with Moriyama-san to Akibako 
[place name] for the youth meeting. When I went before I did not shake but this time I shook. Tonight I did 
not have confidence. However, when I got on stage I stopped shaking. 
February 17 Friday, fair and windy: The wind blew and it was somewhat cold. I thought of going to 
Nitto-san [mountain name] in the morning but I went in the afternoon instead.  Then I went to Kodama-
san’s house but he was not there. I bought some rice bran at Seimaijo [rice polishing place], then went to 
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the onsen and then returned home. I got home before 4 pm. It was hard because of the blowing sand. In the 
evening I read a magazine and talked about ordinary things. 
February 18 Saturday, fair: I read the newspaper and sent a letter to Shintoku-san in America. I sent 
money to Kibosha [publisher’s name] for a book.  In the afternoon I visited H-Kun’s house and then returned 
before 4. Then Kikushi-kun form Kawao [place name] came for a visit. He left just before 6.Then I went to 
the school and exercised.  In the evening I went to K-kun’s house but unfortunately, nobody was there so I 
returned home. 
February 19 Sunday, fair: This morning I fooled around without thinking until after noon. Then in the 
afternoon I prepared tea for mother and went to the barber, which took about 90 minutes. I returned at 4 
and then went to the sento. I went to Kikushi-kun’s house in Kawao [place name] but he had not returned 
yet. In the evening I went to the study room and the magazine, King’s_____________[not legible] was 
there. Maybe Miki-chan brought it. In the evening I copied one of the essays. Then I went to Aiko’s house 
and chatted a little __________ [not legible] had still not returned and M went to Kawabatta dono sama’s 
place to do some chore. Later, I was the only one left with the children. I played cards with the children 
and it was fun. At 9:30_________ [not legible] retuned and M also returned. I returned home by 10. It looks 
like I will have to give up because of Aiko’s behaviour._____________[not legible]                           I 
expect that I will not be successful in the future. I feel sorry for the temptations of the world.  
February 20 Monday, fair: In the morning I read and did other things. The weather has become like spring 
and nature’s beauty is on display. My uncle from Utsunomiya came about the election. After lunch, about 
1 pm, I changed my clothes and then a reply came from my older brother, Hiroshi. I was happy. Uncle told 
me that Hiroma has so many children now that he does not have any money. If I go I thought I would go 
for about five years and then when I come back I would get married. The next 10 years will be very 
important for my life. Even one of these years will have great consequences for my life. I must work and 
fight as hard as I can. _______________[not legible] . I feel I must do as much as I can while I am young. . 
In the evening, Aiko, T-ko and others came over and it was fun.  
 
[The later part of February, March, April and May, up to May 16
th
 remain to be translated] 
 
May 16, 1928: A-h-h-h-… Today is the end of my stay in Kobe. I had a check-up this morning at 9 AM 
with the marine police and the passenger ship company. I went by train.  It cost 10 yen. Then I rode in a 
car. It was very difficult. I felt bad. I left at 12. I sent a telegram home. At 1:00 the ship departed safely.    
The ship horn blew once. Mr. and Mrs. [not legible] came to see me off. I felt kind of sad but my sadness 
is also tempered with the excitement of sailing on the steamship. Last, there are dark skinned people and 
Chinese people on the boat too.   
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May 18, 1928: This morning Mitsu,  Mashima-kun came to see me off. He returned at 12:00. Yesterday 
too, Mishiki-kun came to Yokohama. I walked to Sanbashi Pier and saw him off. At 3 PM the ship’s horn 
sounded once, twice and then it slowly sailed away. I joined others up on deck that were there to see them 
off. Naturally I thought about my hometown, my mother, older sister and Aiko-san. Tears fell from my 
eyes. In this way the steamship left Japan. 
May 20, 1928: In the morning I developed a strong fever. It was terrible to be sick while traveling. I woke 
up for breakfast, but felt faint. When I become sick I lose heart. If I die they will throw my body overboard 
and think nothing of it. Well, when I die, I will die. 
I ate some Rokushin gan [a kind of traditional folk medicine], but because of the fever, it didn’t taste 
good. I asked Fujita-san for a blanket, and he gave me one. I also asked for some medicine.   
My head feels like it is going to explode. It turned to 3 pm and then 4 pm and then my fever started to 
go down. Sujita-san did many things to take care of me and I’m really grateful. When night fell I started to 
sweat and I started to feel good. I sweated a lot. Later I dried myself with a towel. Later, one of the ship’s 
crew brought me medicine. At this time I understood the difficulty of traveling.  
May 25, 1928 fair: Today the weather was really good. Also, I am recovering from my illness. In one more 
day I will be able to see Vancouver, the place I admire so much. I am so happy.   
I wonder how everybody back home is doing. I guess everybody is living happily. I have such nostalgic 
feelings about my hometown, which is so far away. My hometown, under the clouds in the West, please be 
strong and healthy. 
May 27, 1928 rain: In the evening all the passengers thought we would arrive the next morning, so nobody 
could sleep. Everybody is talking.  Around 3 AM we could see the coast and Victoria. We docked before 6 
AM and left again by 9 AM. We arrived in Vancouver at 3 PM. I got off the boat and then went through 
Customs and then followed a winding path out and [not legible] and then exited. Older brother was not there 
so I walked some more to the street and looked in four directions.     
I saw a seated man with a wide, suntanned-bronzed face that I thought looked like him. Although I was 
not sure, I asked him if he was my brother, and he said, “Oh, it’s you.” I was so happy and excited that I 
couldn’t speak another word. Then we went to an inn. I had a bath and then slept. 
 
This older brother who greets him casually is Hiroma Yano, the oldest son of the Yano-Obara family. 
He became Masayuki’s adoptive father in 1921. Masayuki writes about Hiroma in his diary, but usually 
only to complain about their difficult relationship. He does not reveal details about his brother’s life but 
some information has surfaced from official records. According to his registration of death certificate, he 
arrived in B.C. in 1907. † He died in the internment camp, Popoff, at the age of 58, on October 20 1945. 
There is also evidence that Hiroma fought for Canada in WWI, from 1916 – 1918. † 
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May 30, 1928 fair: From about 8 AM I continued planting strawberries that were left over from yesterday 
but a heavy rain fell before noon. It continued raining lightly so I took a break from planting in the early 
afternoon. I fed the chickens. Then in the later afternoon I pulled out dead plants and in the evening I planted 
potatoes.   
Maybe I was deceived by Ai-ko, because I haven’t received a letter from her yet. I should be more 
patient and wait a little longer. I will wait and see. I wonder why she hasn’t sent it yet. If somebody says 
they are going to do something they should. 
May 31, 1928 fair: Planting potatoes. This morning I was sleepy and didn’t feel well. It was not so bad 
until noon.  In the afternoon the work became very hard and I thought, if the work is going to be this hard 
I should go back to Japan. Compared to farming in Japan it really is difficult. Around three I did not have 
any energy. I was completely worn out. I tried my best even though I thought I would collapse.    
However, I started to feel better after.  Then I picked strawberries and after that I pulled out weeds. 




January 1 Tuesday 1929, rain: When I woke up and looked out the window it was white_________ 
[light?] already. The chickens were clucking at the dawn. It is raining, and looking at the distant sky makes 
me feel increasingly lonely. Oh, what a terrible country, what a terrible place! No matter what I think, I feel 
sad. Why am I so sad? Because I am sick? I must be braver. I shouldn’t be so depressed. I am a successful 
person! I will succeed. I can do anything through my own strength. Whatever difficulties there are I will 
overcome them. I will go forward in my own way. All I should do is take the road that is mine. I don’t know 
what that road is yet, but I think I can guess most of it. And also, I will study English for the next two years. 
I will go to many places that I like. This is what I should be doing. This is my work and this is where I will 
live from now on, However, I worry about whether I can or cannot follow this path. Although there is the 
saying, “If you focus your spirit, there is nothing you cannot do.” Eventually, if one does not receive the 
permission [if one is not allowed to?] nothing can be done. If I try all possible means but still fail, then I will 
admit defeat like a man and look for something else to do. I will follow God’s order/command. 
Today Arizai-kun and his family came and everybody ate a great meal.  Chikanori-san also came, and 
I was glad. I am happy that Chikanori-san talks to me with love. I am sure she understands my feelings/heart. 
I thought there was too much food. I think my brother’s wife tends to show off too much. When Arizai-kun 
said that he had had enough, she brought out more food just for show.  I feel strongly that living in this way, 
one can never put money aside [Next sentence is not legible.]  I’m not like that. I think money should be 
used wisely. 
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In the previous diary entry, Masayuki speaks of Arizai-kun and Chikanori. They would be friends of the 
family who have come to celebrate New Year’s, the most important holiday season in the Japanese calendar. 
“Kun”, attached to Arizai’s name, is a kind of diminutive honorific used between friends. It is not usually 
used with one’s own family members. Chikanori appears to be a young woman; perhaps someone Masayuki 
has taken a romantic interest in. Up until he marries, Masayuki speaks of several women in his diary in this 
way.   
The New Year’s dinner at his older brother’s house is most likely in a rural area because Masayuki 
also writes about working outside in the fields as soon as he arrives from Japan. The Canadian census of 
1921 lists Hiroma and his wife, Ide, as living in Maple Ridge.† 
 
January 2 Wednesday 1929, rain: This morning after breakfast my brother asked me to clean the chicken/s 
even though I am still sick and it is just three days since I left the hospital. In fact, I was not ready to leave 
yet. I don’t know how to interpret his request [to clean the chicken/s]. If it were a parent, I would get 
anything I wanted. Are brothers really this unkind? I started doing the job, but I felt so weak, so I went to 
my room and rested. What was brother so angry about during lunch? I was silent, and when I was finished 
eating I returned to my room. My brother was probably angry because I didn’t finish cleaning the chicken/s. 
He thinks I am too weak. Well, I will go into Vancouver tonight whether I am sick or not. It doesn’t matter 
what will happen in the future. Tomorrow I will return. 
I went to relax at Arizai-kun’s home. I ate a lot there, and then I returned.  
When I returned there was a big change in attitude with my sister-in-law.  She was friendly. My manner 
during the previous lunch made them reflect on their behaviour perhaps. So I greeted her, and then I returned 
to my room and didn’t come out. Brother, don’t make a sulky face at me. During dinner brother spoke while 
drunk. I smiled, but not from my heart. Then a letter from home was delivered to the house. It was a notice 
for my health check-up for the military draft. I saw the news and right away I went to my room. 
 
The Japanese conscription law of 1873 required that all men turning 20 years old sign up for three 
years of military service followed by four years in the reserve.  Masayuki Yano was born in 1909 so he 
would be turning 20 in 1929. It seems that he did not want to serve time in the military. Exemptions were 
made if the man was a student, a government official, had poor health, had connections to the government 




The Great Depression hit Canada hard, especially the four western provinces, whose economies were 
less diversified than industrialized Central Canada. It is estimated that by 1933, 30% of the labour force 
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across the country was unemployed. One in five Canadians relied on government relief. Vancouver’s milder 
climate was a magnet for many. Work was just as scarce as anywhere else but at least a person had a better 
chance of surviving outdoors.† In the midst of this huge economic crisis, Masayuki writes in 1930, in the 
only English entries in the diary, that he has part-time work as a mechanic, fixing cars.  He is also trying 
to improve his English by attending night school. He also shows still a great deal of concern for his family 
in Japan. Later, in 1934, Masayuki tried to start his own business, a shop to sell fruit and vegetables. 
Directories from those years indicate that he had a store in three different locations: 2184 W 4
th
, 95 W 
Hastings and 3877 Oak.† Perhaps he moved location, trying to find cheaper rent or a location with better 
traffic. Ultimately, his business must have failed because he went on to other employment, such as fishing 
and lumber in Port Alice.  It was his dream to live an independent life but the timing was not right and, 
in the few English diary entries during this time he expresses his deep frustration over and over. 
 
Page 337, August 13 [1930] fine very hot: 20 pu[?] 6 clouds wake up I take breakfast and go to the garage 
alone. There is not much work today while the morning I went store get some part 50  [?] _____ ? 7. I go to 
school when the back home drop ________ Mr. Sabaki[?] but he is not in 
Page 338, August 14 [1930], hot day: half past 6 wake up and go to the garage no work until the 2.3 
______? Afternoon _______? Broken store car come and repair very hard _______? Not good 
Page 339, August 15 [1930], cloud after rain: 1/2 6 clock wake up I go to garage from the 8 clock start 
piston ring change and valve ground _______? Some 
Spares piston ordinary car then the very very work hard 
Why he is can [?] take up ___? Or down we take up piston mean bearing and afternoon fall ______? Ruin 
but not much I go night school and I take home drop [?] ______? Room 
Page 340, August 16 [1930], cloud Saturday [?]: 25 to 7 wake up go to garage 
not much work afternoon change spring and _____? _____? ______? _____? 
I want send down letter the Japan but I wait from the come Japan letters not yet come the letters My dear 
mother How did lived now I think her good health and all day all night heavy[?] living 
Page 341 August 18 [1930] Monday good day: I went to the swimming ____? beach [?] 
yesterday afternoon very enjoy and very tired after I took good fast asleep . This mornin late weake up time 
____? Tired change piston ring and tire punch Ford transmission [?] broken 
Page 342, 25 August [1930], Monday: Weak up 6. Oclock I wash my clauth and go to garage oh my dear 
and lovely home from the country came the letter 
All good health and my mother I mistake the account yesterday I will must care ____? 
I am feeling [?] to coal 
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Page 343, 17 October [1930], all day rain: I thought he come to the Vancouver this morning. I reading 
book when he passing power[?] see me. I go out and I call he he wonder come back lunch and supper. I 
took with him. He go for the start partalice. __?__? 9 evening 
I go to see far way. 
2 blank pages 
Page 34, November 15 [1930]  snow rain: I weak up 1/2 past 6 o’clock I think rain day but ant 
said white it is the snow 
Fast snow new snow my shoe bants[?] said all 
be[?] cause get wet not go[?] ____? 
today no job 
September 7, 1934: What should I do? I feel stepped on and kicked. Why, I wonder, does my life have so 
many worries? Business does not go as well as we had hoped for. One thing after another happens. I do 
not understand what sort of God is playing tricks on me. [Next sentence is part speculation.] As well, I have 
to be good to my brother.  I must fix my [not legible] too. It cannot be avoided. Is it because of bad things I 
did in the past [perhaps as in a past life]? Oh, God! I will become a real person! Please forgive me! Please! 
I really will do my best to work at the business. I will change and pray and do my best to be a real 
person. I will rely on God. [Next sentence not legible.] From today I will make the first step of my life. I 
swear on my life that I will do it.  
November 8, 1934: For a long time I have tried not to go down the road of selfishness and tried not to go 
the wrong way. I was not successful for one reason. I wonder why it is so difficult for me. But the reason 
he forgave me is because he loves me, because he really cares for me. There is no other reason. [Next two 
sentences not legible.] There is no barrier between us. We are of the same heart. After all, we are of the 
same family. We should not have such formal feelings. Oh God! Why are people like this? Does God lead 
me to become like my brother or is he taunting me? Please forgive me God.  I am facing a very hard 
situation, yet my path is opening up. If it is not because of god I think it is very strange. I must go along with 
God’s will.   
Martha forgave me.  I have no excuse. I am very sorry God. How do I solve this problem? I am truly 
lost. 
 
From the entries in 1934 and 1935 it appears that Masayuki and his older brother, Hiroma, had a 
falling out. Masayuki resents Hiroma’s demands for money. It could have also been partly due to the gap 
of 22 years between them. In fact, Hiroma left Japan in 1906 or 1907, before Masayuki’s birth in 1909, so 
the two did not have the opportunity to interact at all until Hiroma made a visit to Japan in 1921. They 
were almost strangers to each other when Masayuki finally arrived in Vancouver in 1928.   
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November 29, 1934: This is my day to celebrate, or is it the day when my fate turns for the worse? Can we 
create a happy family? This is the day my fate finds me. Anyway, I should remember this day. I consulted 
with Mother and with others, and it did not seem as if things would go as I hoped. We took our vows before 
the altar.  In addition, it is Prince George’s day. It sounds as if we are all one family cheering.   
We asked [name not legible]-san to be the witness and we went at 7:30. [Next sentence is not legible.] 
[Name not legible.] Said something and a white lady discreetly laughed. We managed to finish, and I was 
very happy. And then everyone went to Chapsy’s [restaurant?]. [Next sentence is illegible.] I am very happy 
about what I did today. There are other good things happening in the world today too, as if they are blessing 
the start of our new life. 
However, the fact is, our affairs have [not legible] so we must be careful about many things. There are 
many dangers, so with a firm resolve we must fight against rough waves in this life. Although the pace of 
a cow is slow, step-by-step, when I think of the past 10 years, I think I should move at my own pace. There 
is a meaning to living life as an independent man, and there will be good things. Oh god! Open up the true 
path for us to live a blessed life. 
December 10, 1934:  Next year the new spring will come. Time goes fast whether we like it or not. In this 
world how can I do things according to my beliefs? Oh God! I don’t mind hardship but give me a mission 
that will be beneficial for the world. I really want to do something. For so many days my heart has not felt 
satisfaction. I would throw away fame or money for such a mission. Perhaps people are kept safe [or 
“protected”] by God/s. Myself, I really don’t know if that is good. What I have done is not my ideal. Do I 
have to fix it? A-a-a! It is so hard for me.   
My brother asked me for money, which I do not have. In this Depression, what can I do? What should 
I do? I want to find a solution fast. Oh God! [Following is part speculation due to fragmented sentence] In 
this difficult situation, what am I to do? 
December 17, 1934: Christmas is near. It is time to ___________ [illegible]. I am so poor and cannot do 
anything. On top of that, older brother is going to Japan and he has asked for help. I did not understand and 
asked him what I should do and he said that I should solve the problem any way I like. I really do not know 
what to do though. Should I just do nothing? I am at a loss. What should I think? Well, I won’t think any 
more about it.  Although he is my older brother he can do it himself. It’s not necessary for me to think any 
more about it. I should continue in my own way. 
I cannot tell the fate of people’s lives. Really, I have become somebody who believes in destiny.  [This 
sentence is illegible] I wait for God’s direction. I leave small things up to God. I should also try harder to 
follow my own path but I cannot do anything that I should not do because God will judge me. We must do 
work that saves [helps?] people in this world. Really, that is___________ [illegible] isn’t it? 
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 non-stop. 4 – 5 shaku [about 120 – 150 
centimetres] have fallen. For one whole day the streetcars couldn’t move and many businesses were closed. 
I can’t bear this cold and my feet are frozen in pain. Is this year too going to be so difficult and will my 
suffering continue? First, I have Martha to take care of, and then there is the problem with my older brother 
and then there is the debt. Every day is difficult and I don’t know how to make it better. Oh God, what 
should I do? How can I live a life like a real human? I’m suffering so much now. Will there be a road open 
to me? How can I live a happy life? I must do something fast. I don’t know what’s waiting for me.  [Meaning 
of the next sentence is not clear]. I want to go down the path where I will be rewarded for my effort.  
 
Just three days later his mood has changed.  It looks like an opportunity for employment in Port Alice 
has come to him and he is much more optimistic.  
 
January 28, 1935: The weather has been good.  I am very happy that I have decided to escape my current 
circumstances and go to Port Alice. It is due to the hard work I have done. When I think about it now my 
way of doing business has been reckless.  Some other people have thought so.  From now on I must consider 
my past failures before I move forward.  I must depend on myself to continue.  In the past I worked very 
hard to make just 15 yen.  If I make 15 yen I cannot do anything.  I must keep in mind that money comes 
first in this world. I must live with this belief.  With money you can do anything.  
 
1941 and WWII 
 
Until major social change came about in the post-war years, British Columbia had always been hostile 
towards Asian minorities.  The law prevented both Chinese and Japanese from getting on municipal, 
provincial or federal voters’ lists, and so, they were excluded from all political power, even those who had 
become British subjects.  This institutionalized racism also prevented them from joining many of the 
professions, restricting their employment choices almost entirely to manual labour and small business.  
When the Japanese military attacked the American forces at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, anti-
Japanese sentiment further increased to a fever pitch.  The very next day, December 8
th
, Nikkei owned 
fishing boats were confiscated, followed quickly by the closing of Japanese schools and newspapers.  Then, 
as the Japanese forces continued their advance on the British colonies of Hong Kong and in Malaysia, 
demands from many B.C. politicians and the public increased for even greater restrictions against the 
Nikkei community.  They were labeled a potential anti-Canadian threat, a fifth column of the Imperial 
Japanese military.  On February 26, 1942 it was announced that all Nikkei would have to move at least 
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100 kilometres from the coast by April 1st.  Many of the men were first sent to work camps in remote areas.  
About four thousand moved to Prairie farms in Manitoba and Alberta so that the families could stay 
together.  Roughly 12 thousand were moved into internment camps, mostly in the Slocan Valley, a remote 
area in the central south part of B.C. This uprooting of the entire Nikkei community also involved the 
government appropriation of the majority of Nikkei families’ private property.  In the following excerpt, 
written just after Pearl Harbor, Masayuki Yano anticipates severe retribution towards Japanese in Canada.  
He does not know exactly what will happen but he does know that his life, and the lives of all Nikkei, will 
change forever. 
 
After December 7, 1941: There are waves rocking the world but now there are even greater waves that 
will make rougher seas. The situation moves inevitably like a clock. Amongst everything else, Pearl 
Harbour was bombed by Japan on December 7
th
. 
We Japanese have one decision [not legible]. I can’t express the disastrous feeling I have about the 
treatment we will receive in the future. I cannot help but wonder how I am to make the biggest decision of 
my life.  In Port Alice and around the world, the radios are blaring, reporting the Japanese attacks one after 
another. As if the bombers are right above us, there is a blackout.   
All the boats owned by Japanese have been taken over and put under control of the Navy. The bear that 
has been sleeping until now has awoken [referring to Canada probably].  The bear is roaring and is shocked 
and is lost.  They even took the rowboats, and when it is night there is blackout. Police with guns patrol the 
town. A curfew has begun.  However, ordinary Japanese are working the same as always.     
In addition, there are reports of planes bombing submarines near Seattle. I heard that about 20 planes 
came to Seattle and Vancouver.  
In the meantime, I am doing union work at night, but I can’t concentrate.  Also, I can’t meet other people. 
Work is really difficult. Christmas and New Years have passed. Each time I hear the radio, the situation in 
Singapore and Hong Kong changes fast. Japanese here are feeling worse and worse. I hear that all Japanese 
must leave by April 1
st
.   
Everybody’s worried about what’s going to happen in the future. There are bad rumours in the air every 
day, and the situation is getting worse.  Everybody has doubts about their own lives. We must rely on the 




Masayuki made only three brief entries in his diary while he and his family were forced to live in Popoff, 
one of the internment camps in the Slocan Valley. It must have been hard to come by accurate information 
about the war because he writes as late as December 1944 that Germany will bomb New York City.  He 
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also writes of the difficulty of paying rent for one of the shacks that he and his family had to live in. Money 
was a problem for all the internees because their confiscated property had been sold by the federal 
government for prices far below their true value. Work was also difficult to come by in the small 
communities near the internment camps.   
  
December?, 1944: In the afternoon I went to the Hall to volunteer. At 3 pm, Uekoji-kun came and I returned 
home. We talked about the problems of the times and future problems.  Tonight I cooked a feast of udon.  I 
started cooking at 4 and we ate at 5.  
German lead planes will go to New York and bomb the city. MacArthur is leading the fighting on Leyte 
Island [part of the Philippines] and it is coming to an end.  ______ of Japanese planes have been damaged. 
We talked about all the wounded and killed.  
December 26, 1944: Winter visits us as usual in the Slocan wilderness, although this year it is a little slow. 
I saw snow over the last 2 or 3 days. Four to five sun [about twelve to fifteen centimeters] fell. Without 
understanding what the parents are worrying about the children play in the snow. Already 3 years have 
passed since Hawaii was bombed on December 7
th
. On the battlefields Germany and Japan are making great 
victories.  Right now I can’t imagine the end of it. 
Sometimes I am confused about my next plans. Should I go east or should I go west? If I go east I will 
eventually get hope or be ruined. I can’t stop but help worrying about this. 
December 27, 1944 this morning it snowed about 1 sun [unit of measurement equal to about 3 
centimetres]. From 8 am I worked on the survey. I stopped off at Popoff hall for some business. Tsumura-
san came to work. We talked about the electricity and then I went into town. 
The Commission [B.C. Security Commission office I guess] cuts off registration of those who don't pay 
the rent. I could only pay $2 today. It can't be helped. They said it was not enough but given the money I 
have I couldn't pay any more. The Commission's policy is to force us to pay but how can I pay when I have 
children to take care of and other living expenses? If they don't collect the money I won't pay it. I give up! I 
don't know why but they accepted my small payment.  
 
This is the last diary entry. When WWII finished the Yano family remained in the camp for some months, 
deciding where to go next. They could not return to the B.C. coast, as the provincial government would not 
let any Nikkei return to the coastal region until April 1, 1949. Masayuki did think of returning to Japan, 
which the federal government tried to convince as many Nikkei as possible to do. However, Martha Yano, 
who was born in British Columbia, refused to go to Japan, a country she had never lived in.  Then Masayuki 
received permission from federal authorities to move to Chatham, Ontario. It was difficult to find work in 
Chatham so eventually the family moved to Toronto where work was easier to find. They quietly re-built 
their lives. Today the descendants of Masayuki and Martha Yano continue to live in southern Ontario. 
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 [From the Diary of Masayuki Yano, Yano-Shuttleworth private collection, all translations by Michiko 
Kihira and the author] 
 
Afterword 
Working on a project like this is a rare opportunity. As one spends long hours translating the handwriting 
into English, considering the best wording for each phrase, one cannot help but feel that the voice of 
Masayuki Yano is alive again. Working with personal documents, like diaries, is a very intimate kind of 
research that takes private life and places it in the public domain. If Masayuki really could speak today, 
perhaps he would protest and demand an immediate stop to the publication of his diary.  On the other hand, 
he did not destroy his diary. He preserved it, and other personal documents, for his children. He must have 
wanted his children, at least, to understand what he experienced during the first half of his life.   
Masayuki Yano could not, however, have foreseen that people outside his family would also one day 
read his words. He probably would not have understood the value of his writing beyond the interest it holds 
for his own kin. There is, however, real value to these personal stories. Canada is a nation made up largely 
of immigrants, which means an accurate picture of Canadian history, encompasses a variety of cultures and 
their experiences.  Unfortunately, the history of some groups of Canadians, such as Asian Canadians, is 
under-represented due to the lack of documents, the neglect of researchers prior to Canada’s official 
transformation into a multi-cultural society and the challenges of translation. As a result, the stories of some 
immigrant groups have been marginalized and largely forgotten, which leads to gaps in the overall picture 
of Canadian history. The ongoing translation of Masayuki Yano’s diary is one small effort to help represent 
the experiences of early Japanese settlers in pre-war British Columbia. Eventually, it is hoped, many more 
personal stories will be brought forward. Along with Masayuki’s writing, these stories will create a more 
detailed and accurate portrait that more fairly presents the varied contributions to our society from Canada’s 
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